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 Introduction – A Learning Café & Why Assessments?
 Round 1– Assessment in our Lives
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 Round 2– Your Children's Experiences with Assessments
 Panel – How Teachers Implement and View Assessments
 Round 3– Your Hopes and What you’d Like Us to Know
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What is a Learning Café?What is a Learning Café?

 A community conversation on complex issues
 Structured to include many voices
 Two-way sharing of information & understanding
 Provides District with feedback for further reflection
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Why Assessments?Why Assessments?

 A potential source of anxiety for families and teachers

 Shared understandings will better support students

 A potential source of anxiety for families and teachers

 Shared understandings will better support students



A Conversation 30+ Years in the MakingA Conversation 30+ Years in the Making

1983: A Nation at Risk 
1990: Goals 2000 
1994: Improving America’s Schools Act 
2002: No Child Left Behind 
2009: Race To The Top & Common Core 
2016: Every Student Succeeds Act 
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ROUND 1ROUND 1
 As an adult, talk about how 

you currently experience 
assessments and/or feedback 
in your work/life. 

 What kinds of assessment 
and/or feedback are helpful to 
you and what kinds are not?

 When you hear the word 
assessment as it relates to your 
children in school, what kinds of 
experiences do you think the 
word includes?
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What do assessments tell us?What do assessments tell us?

 How students are learning

 Areas in which we can improve instruction

 How students are learning

 Areas in which we can improve instruction



Ways we assess studentsWays we assess students

 Diagnostic
 Formative
 Summative
 Common
 Performance Based
 Project Based
 Portfolios
 Standardized
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We begin with the standards.We begin with the standards.

 Does the assessment  
provide us with the 
necessary information?

 Does the assessment  
provide us with the 
necessary information?

Text evidence to 
support a claim about 
a character in a story



DiagnosticDiagnostic

 Reveals strengths 
 Identifies skill gaps
 Helps identify resources
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FormativeFormative

 Engages students as part of the learning process
 Provides insight into the student's cognitive process
 Allows for teacher to gauge learning progression
 Informs instruction
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SummativeSummative

 Evaluates student learning at the end of a unit of study

 Usually associated with higher stakes and point value

 Guides teacher's instruction and evaluates curriculum
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CommonCommon

 Collaboratively developed by a team 
of teachers

 Provide consistency

 Informs and improves practice
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Middle School teachers collaborating and 
planning instruction and common assessments



Performance 
Based
Performance 
Based

 Authentic experiences 
 Interdisciplinary 
 Involves communication skills and cooperative learning
 Focused on work habits, organization, time management and persistence
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Project BasedProject Based

 Targets specific standard in depth

 Students respond to an engaging 
question, problem or challenge 
related to the standard

 Creative, diverse, relevant 
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Portfolios Portfolios 

 Show achievement and growth

 Offer opportunity to review and 
reflect 

 Show achievement and growth

 Offer opportunity to review and 
reflect 



StandardizedStandardized

 Measures  student performance against a standard or goal

 Students are  scored in a common way

 Can include a variety of question types

 Universal screening (RTI), achievement, specialized tests, college admission
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State TestsState Tests

Participation in Grades 3-8 Assessments

Regents Exams
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Why use multiple measures?Why use multiple measures?
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what impact do you think 
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discussion.
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Strategies for talking with your childrenStrategies for talking with your children

How do you feel about your results?How do you feel about your results?

What allowed you to do so well? What could you have done differently?

What would you want to work on as a result of this assessment?

What support do you need?

How did you prepare for the assessment?

What do you hope your teacher understands about you?
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Formative Assessment

Discussion PointDiscussion Point
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ROUND 3ROUND 3
 Based on what you have 

heard tonight and what 
you know about your own 
child, what forms of 
assessment would be most 
helpful for your child?

What else would you like 
the District to know about 
your child's experiences 
with assessments?
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Moving AheadMoving Ahead
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We look forward to our next Learning Café!We look forward to our next Learning Café!
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